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• ABSTRACT
Highly-weathered Pre-Cambrian bedrock has

been reported from scattered localities across
ArcticCanada during the past decade. As part of a
study on weathering processes under arid con-
ditions, field studies are reported on-similar
terrain in the Alexandra Fjord-Cape Herschel
area of east-central Ellesmere Island. Features
examined and sampled in both near-coastal and
upland positions include grus, tor-like forms,
weathering pits, and tafoni. Factors influen-
cing their development and preservation are
reviewed. Particular emphasis is placed on the
influence of bedrock lithology and mineralogy
(in this case, hornblende content) on the in-
tensity of physical disintegration under cold
arid conditions. Chemical analyses and petro-
graphic data are presented in support of this
observation. Preservation of certain remnant
weathering features in upland summit areas under
cold-based glacial ice is postulated.
INTRODUCTION

Highly-weathered bedrock terrain has been
reported from scattered localities across Arctic
Canada during the past decade. Examples have
been correlated with both moraine and post-
glacial strand systems along both coasts of the
Cumberland Peninsula on southern Baffin Island
(Dyke 1979 and unpublished). Dyke (1976) has
also worked in parts of Somerset Island, and has
observed that materials over much of the island
consist of bedrock weathered in situ. Intensely-
weathered Pre-Cambrian outcrops have also been
noted from parts of the high Arctic including
Devon Island (T. Frisch, personal communication),
south-eastern Ellesmere Island near Cory Glacier
(Blake 1978[a)), Coburg Island (W. Blake Jr,
personal communication), and around Lady Frank-
lin Bay in north-eastern Ellesmere Island
(England, unpublished and England and Bradley
1978). Their presence is now widely cited as
evidence for limited late-Wisconsin glaci~tion
and is apparently contributing to a re-evalua-
tion of traditional margins of ice advance
during the past 100 000 years. The purpose of
this paper is to show that intensely-weathered
terrain can be greatly influenced by lithology
and basal ice conditions and is not solely a
measure of length of exposure to subaerial
weathering. The area of study is in east-
central Ellesmere Island (Fig. 1).
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BEDROCK GEOLOGY
Along the north-eastern part of the Johan

Peninsula, including Cape Herschel and Pim Is-
land, bedrock is typically massive, medium to
coarse, eQuiqranular to locally porphyritic and
gneissic potassic granite (Christie 1962).
Widely-spaced-rectilinear joint sets and weak
sheeting are present. Major lineaments are
marked by steep slopes and straight cliffS
particularly along the east side of Pim Island.
To the north-west, between Cape Rutherford and
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police station, the
granite rocks grade into quartz-feldspar-biotite
paragneisses with foliation trending at approx-
imately N150E parallel to the Innuitian mobile
belt. More mafic intrusions that include grano-
diorite, diabase, and gabbro with localized
gossan zones containing pyrite, magnetite, and
copper sulphides are found along the south coast
of Alexandra Fjord, on Skraeling Island, and
more notably along the north coast of Alexandra
Fjord.

The study area lies along the north flank
of the Pre-Cambrian shield where early Palaeo-
zoic dolomites, limestones, and sandstones crop
out in steeps1~pes and cliff faces that are up
to 600 m high across Buchanan Bay to the north
(Christie 1967). Scattered outliers of
Palaeozoic strata are preserved south-west of
the RCMP post at widely-varying elevations rang-
ing from withi n -20 m of high tide to above 400 m
a.s,l. and reflect considerable altitudinal
variation in the Pre-Cambrian-Palaeozoic uncon-
formity.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY
Little information on the Wisconsin and

Holocene history of this part of eastern Elles-
mere Island has been collected. Intensely ice-
sculptured granitic outcrops on the upland
surfaces of Pim Island and Cape Herschel afford
fresh, well-preserved glacial striations,
grooves, chattermarks, and poches moutonnees
that indicate movement from north to south along
the western edge of the Kane Basin (Blake 1977).
Numerous erratics of Palaeozoic limestones and
dolomites, mostly less than 200 mm in diameter,
are found on upland surfaces. FJord systems
typify this part of eastern Ellesmere Island and
attest to marked outlet glaciation with flow
from the Ellesmere ice cap into the Kane Basin.
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Figel. Field study area.

The numbers and distribution of Palaeozoic out-
liers in the region suggest that downward
glacial erosion took place through softer sedi-
mentary rocks into underlying foliated basement"
Satellite imagery (e.g. image E-10255-18054,
Band 7 - a mosaic) suggests that regional foli-
ation had a strong influence on the orientation
and extent of fjord development.

Lateral moraines were observed not only
along modern valley glaciers (e.g. Leffert
Glacier) but also on upland areas, e.g. above
Alexandra Fjord halfway between the RCMP post
and Cape Rutherford. One moraine ridge there
is noteworthy in that boulders are weathered
and show slight iron-oxide staining and surface
pitting of feldspar; the ridge may be a remnant
of an earlier Wisconsin glaciation.

The post-glacial emergence history of this
region is currently being evaluated (Blake
1977, 1978[b]). Holocene marine deposits are
found at 30 m a.s.l. east of the RCMP post and
similar deposits on the mainland west of Cape
Herschel are up to 90 m a.s.le Marine shells
from these beaches have been dated at 6.22±0.140
ka (GSC-1348) (Lowdon and Blake 1973) and at
9 ka (GSC-25l6) (Blake 1978[bJ), respectively.
Bedrock exposures below these elevations and
presumably along the coast between these two
sites have been inundated by sea-water in post-
Wisconsin time and have subsequently undergone
subaerial weathering.
WEATHERING FEATURES

Features typical of the intensely-
weathered paragneisses along the south coast of

Watts: Bed:t>ockweathering features
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Alexandra Fjord include grus, minor iron-oxide
staining, tor-like forms, and minor weathering
pits and tafoni. Both in upland ridge areas
above 600 m a.s.l. and in places close to sea-
level, residual grus accumulations were observed
on exposed horizontal joint blocks and in shel-
tered joint systems. Disintegration of medium-
to coarse-grained quartz-feldspar-biotite
gneisses by spalling of vertical joint blocks
has yielded accumulations up to 300mm thick.
The grus ranges from monomineralic grains 2 mm
in diameter to polycrystalline fragments >lOOmm
across. Calcium-carbonate coatings were noted
on originally sheltered sides of individual
spalled fragments. Examples of grus development
were noted on upland surfaces above Cape Hers-
chel, Some of these lay immediately adjacent to
glacially polished, striated bedrock. The pre-
sence of grus both in glacially streamlined
granitic outcrops and below levels of post-
glacial marine submergence implies recent deve-
lopment related to ge1ifraction. While locally
more extensive, upland occurrences in wel1-
drained ridge positions may not be as easily
explained. Such features may have been at least
partially developed and preserved beneath cold-
based ice (cf, Sugden 1974, 1978). These ac-
cumulations closely resemble rotted surface rock
found in more temperate, humid climates.

Tor-like features also are found in loca-
tions near sea-level and along upland ridges.
Two distinct forms were observed, influenced by
litholoQY and altitude. Near sea-level, west of
Cape Rutherford, a major ridge provides numerous
examples of large joint blocks developed in
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Fig.2. Intensely-weathered quartz-feldspar-
biotite hornblende gneiss at 15 to 20 m a.s.l.
on the south coast of Alexandra Fjord 15 km
east of the RCMP post. Well-defined recti-
linear joint systems separate rounded joint
blocks up to 3 m high. The notebook is 350 x
250 rom.

locally intruded, massive, medium-to coarse-
grained gneiss (Fig.2)o Individual joint blocks
up to 5 m across and 3 m high have rounded
corners but afford only limited horizontal
jointing and sheeting" Block surfaces exhibit
incipient iron-oxide staining and, in places,
surface salt concentrations are present as thin
white crusts. Enlarged vertical joint cracks up
to 500mm across are partially filled with grus
derived from surface spalling.

In spite of their topographic setting
within 50 m of high tide, where valley glacia-
tion along Alexandra Fjord must clearly have
overridden the area, the tor-like forms lack
evidence of glacial modification" Erratics and
ice-rafted boulders are not common. Much of the
weathering observed is the result of post-
glacial marine submergence, .eme~gence, and ~ur-
face disintegration. At thlS slte, weatherlng
intensity is largely controlled by lithology (cf.
Fig.3). Similar tor-like features have been ob-
served in bedrock at Mesters Vig, north-eastern
Greenland, below the upper limit of late-glacial
advance, demonstrating the ability of recent
processes to form them (Washburn 1969).

Fig.3. Contact between light-coloured granite
(lower right) and quartz-feldspar-biotite
hornblende gneiss at 40 m a.s.lo on the same
outcrop as in Figure 2. Note the marked
difference in physical weathering between the
two lithologies. Spalling and cores tone deve-
lopment is evident in the paragneiss. A
hammer serves as scale.
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Similar features were noted in upland
summit areas halfway between the RCMP post and
Cape Rutherford at 830 m a.s. 1.. Here a 1arge
angular tor of garnetiferous quartz biotite .
paragneiss occurs, which differs in form from
other tors already described (Fig.4). This
feature more closely conforms to a tor as defin-
ed by Caine (1967) as a "residual of bare bedrock,

Fig.4. A tor 5 m high developed in garnetife-
rous biotite gneiss at 830 m a.s.l. on a ridge
crest west of Saate Glacier. Talus flanks the
tor on all sides.

isolated by free faces on all sides, the result
of differential weathering and mass slope wast-
ing". Slope retreat on the south side of this
tor is especially marked but frost action has
resulted in talus accumulation about its entire
base. This form lacks any other evidence of
chemical weathering or glacial erosion. Thus,
the tors appear to be particularly well-deve-
loped in relatively massive crystalline rocks
exhibiting widely-spaced rectilinear joint sets
including some sheeting.

Weathering pits are not as numerous or as
large as those found on the Cumberland Peninsula
and on Baffin Island (Sugden and Watts 1977,
Watts 1979). Larger examples were restricted
to exposed flat-lying upland outcrop surfaces
along the south coast of Alexandra Fjord (Fig.5).
All observed examples lack overhanging edges and
are interpreted as currently disintegrating.
The 1argest pits measure 280 mm across and up to
80 romdeep, but most exampl es average 1ess than

Fig.5, Weathering pits in medium-to coarse-
grained, locally garnetiferous quartz-plagio-
clase-hornblende gneiss at 300 m a.s.l., 5 km
south-west of the RCMP post. The pits measur-
ing up to 180 rom across and 60 mm deep reveal
no preferred orientation.
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100 mmacross. The few weathering pits encoun-
tered appear to have formed by solution activity
occurring over a very long time. Their form is
not likely to survive glacial erosion. They are
attributed to local, long-term preservation
beneath cold-based ice (cf. Sugden 1978).

Recent micropitting of glacially polished
outcrop surfaces was rec09nized on Cape Herschel
peninsula but this is apparently related to
snow-patch melting on north-facing slopes (Watts
1981). Examples of tafoni developed on vertical
joint faces in gneisses were noted at only three
localities. These features measure up to 350 mm
across, display no preferred orientation, and
are also in a state of disintegration.

BEDROCK GEOCHEMISTRY
Specimens were collected from 17 locali-

ties for chemical and petrographic examination.
Chemical composition was determined by X-ray
fluorescence procedures (Norrish and Chappell
1967). Analyses were performed in the Depart-
ment of G~ological Sciences, Queen's University,
Kingston, Ontario, An qttempt was made to cor-
relate degree of surface weathering with vari-
ations in bedrock composition.

In Table I, 13 typical analyses, of the 40
originally run, are shown. Specimens are of
either granitic or metasedimentary origin, The
paragneisses compared to the granites are typi-
fied by relatively higher concentrations of iron,
titanium, manganese, and phosphorus. The gran-
ites, in comparison, are more siliceous and con-
tain more soda. Multiple analyses from single
sites, however, indicate considerable local
variability in bedrock composition which may be
as great as the compositional range between the
gneisses and granites as a whole. The higher
iron and titanium contents reflect higher horn-
blende and iron oxides. suggesting that the most
intensely-weathered outcrops in the region are
the hornblende gneisses (e.g. 15/2). At this
locality the paragneisses are intruded by alkali
granite (e,g. 15/6), which is virtually un-
weathered (Fig.3) and lacks titanium and iron
oxides characteristic of the gneisses, Analyses
of grus reveal no consistent chemical changes
during disintegration.
THIN-SECTION STUDIES

Forty thin sections prepared from bedrock
specimens and grus representing all phases of
physical weathering were studied. Why are the
gneisses so much more thoroughly weathered than
the granites? Is the difference related solely
to lithology or is it also influenced by either
presence or absence of basal sliding of former
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glaciers or topographic position vis-a-vis sea-
level? Both lithologies are medium-to coars€-
grained with average grain sizes ranging from
0.5 to 2 mm. The granites have an equigranular
to locally porphyroblastic texture. In contrast.
the gneisses reveal interlocking grain boundaries
which show deformation parallel to regional foli-
ation. Mineralogically the former are composed
of quartz and potassium-rich feldspars with only
minor biotite present. while the latter comprise
quartz. orthoclase. and plagioclase feldspars.
biotite, and a variable hornblende content.
Accessory minerals in both include pyrite and
magnetite.

Particular emphasis was put on features
characteristic of the intensely-weathered
gneisses. Microfracturing is the most obvious
petrographic feature noted (Fig.6) (cf.Bisdom
1967). Two types were recognized includtng in-
cipient fracturing within individual grains and,
in the extreme. development of subparallel
microfracturing systems transgressing individual
grain boundaries essentially parallel to outcrop
surfaces, Some fractures are stained by iron
oxides. A close correlation exists between
abundance of hornblende and, to some extent,
plagioclase, and the degree of bedrock weather-
ing (cL Watts 1979. Isherwood, unpubl ished).
Hornblende is a relatively unstable mineral
(Goldich 1938) and readily weathers to clay,
chlorite. and vermiculite with an accompanying
increase in volume favouring further micro-
fracture development. I propose that such in-

Fig.6. Thin-section view of microfracturing of
hornblende and plagioclase in gneiss from out-
crop shown in Figure 2. Minor iron-oxide
staining is evident in otherwise unaltered bed-
rock. Field of view is 2 4 mm across.

TABLE I. CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF MAJOR IONS IN 13 BEDROCK SURFACE SPECIMENS BASED ON X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
STUDIES

* Loss onSi02 Ti02 A1203 Fe203 MnO MgO CaD Na20 K20 P205 ignition Total
Gneissic granite 3/1 72.00 0.18 14,05 3.64 0.068 0.76 2.73 4.51 0.96 0.029 0.50 99043
Gneissic granite 3/3 69.70 0.25 16.78 1.84 0.013 0.87 3.65 5.06 1.11 0.100 0.75 100.12
Grani te 5/1 68.70 0.24 16.22 2.38 0.016 0.63 3.58 5.27 1.06 0.088 1.50 99.68
Granite residuum 5/3 63.80 0.62 16.80 5.53 0.056 1.65 3.84 3.91 1.98 0.250 2.00 100.44
Granite 7/1 70.50 0.29 14.62 2.43 0.014 0.65 1.51 3.55 4.78 0.075 0.50 98.92
Granite grus 7/2 72.40 0,21 13.92 1.35 0.024 0.58 1.32 3.70 4.55 0.086 1.10 99.24
Hornblende gneiss 13/1 63.10 1.34 15.38 7,60 0,134 1.12 3,87 3,22 3.82 0.600 1.00 101.18
Gneiss grus 13/2 64010 1.32 15.12 7.01 0.085 1.05 3.49 2.23 3.55 0.340 2.00 100.30
Granite gneiss 15/2 70.00 0.53 14,55 3.74 0.034 0.76 1.78 3,23 5.15 0.115 0,50 100.39
Gneiss grus 15/4 61.10 1.80 14.98 8.69 0,121 1.74 4.54 2.59 3.30. 0.670 1.00 100.53
Hornblende gneiss 15/5 59.00 1.69 16.45 8.97 0.126 1.49 5.80 3.44 2.04 0,870 1.00 100.88
Granite 15/6 73.80 0.05 15,95 0.74 0.028 0.10 1.80 4.71 2.54 0.037 0.40 100.15
Hornblende gneiss 15/7 58070 2.26 13.88 11.22 Do 148 2.12 4.87 2.75 3.27 1.070 1.50 101.70
*Tota1 iron Feo reported as Fe203.
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tense weathering is largely determined by the
physical properties of hornblende which favour
rapid deterioration of hornblende-rich rocks
even under cold arid conditions. Hornblende
occurs as subhedra1 to anhedral grains up to 10
mm across, averaging from 1 to 5 mm with good
prismatic cleavage. Moreover, numerous inclu-
sions of quartz up to 1 mm across are common.
Microfracturing is particularly common as sub-
parallel cracks developed at right angles to
cleavage in hornblende as well as plagioclase.
Grus accumulations tend to be thickest, up to
300 mm, on hornblende-rich gneisses. Surface
weathering on granitic terrain is restricted to
edges of joint systems and to contacts of quartz
veins where moisture has been able to concen-
trate and induce cracking through ge1ifraction
(cf. Potts 1970). Microfracturing is also
favoured by the medium-to coarse-grained texture
of the gneisses wherein expansion of individual
mineral grains can effect disintegration. Under
hot arid conditions in Australia penetration of
moisture has similarly led to flaking and tafoni
development (Dragovich 1967). Repeated hyd-
ration and dehydration with crystallization of
the NaC1 and NaS04 in rock pores can also con-
tribute to rock disintegration (Johnston 1973).
Only minor mineral expansion related to hyd-
ration along basal cleavage in biotite was ob-
served during the present studyo Weathering of
accessory pyrite has imparted a rusty appearance
to outcrop surfaces in the gneisses at two
1oca 1ities •

Intensely-weathered hornblende-rich er-
ratics revealing marked granular disintegration
and flaking related to moisture concentration
were occasionally observed. Some of these re-
veal good examples of tafoni weathering. One
such erratic observed on the upland surface of
the southern part of Cape Herschel rests direct-
lyon unweathered, glacially eroded granite and
could not have been transported by ice in its
present form. It has largely weathered in situ
in post-Wisconsin time.

In summary, petrographic studies confirm
that, while chemical weathering has been minimal,
physical disintegration of extensive outcrop
areas along the south coast of A1exandr~ Fjord
has been vigorous and is largely dependent on
microrracturing, The microfracturing has been
most intense in association with cleavage in
hornblende and plagioclase.
CONCLUSIONS

1. A variety of weathering features occur
both near sea-level and on upland areas along
the south coast of Alexandra Fjord in centra1-
eastern Ellesmere Is1ando

2. Lowland examples strongly suggest that
tors are not always indicative of areas which
have not been glaciated and that they cannot be
used to indicate ice-free areas during Wisconsin
time.

3. Upland weathered surfaces, which appear
to be older in type and degree of development,
show that intensity of glacial erosion (i .e.
basal ice conditions) varied markedly over rela-
tively short distances both inland from the
coast and up-slope from fjords.

40 Field observations, chemical analyses, and
petrographic studies indicate that in this
region lithology and specifically hornblende
content is a dominant factor influencing inten-
sity of weathering.

5. A considerable volume of cold-based
glacial ice apparently flowed south out of the
Kane Basin across the eastern part of the Johan
Peninsula at some stage. As the ice passed up
out of the basin, compression and intense ero-
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sion resulted in the intensely ice-sculptured
terrain of Cape Herschel and Pim Island. South-
ward flow from the Kane Basin inhibited ice flow
from the west and thereby minimized upland
glacial erosion along Alexandra Fjordo This
favoured preservation of upland weathering
features,
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